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Foreword

Our advanced trading courses share the trading knowledge two seasoned professional
traders accumulated over more than 20 years working in financial markets around
the world, specially focusing on North America and Europe.

These traders earnt an international award for excellence in fund management from
Standard & Poors while trading and managing investment funds.

We will pass on to traders and investors going through these professional trading courses our
methods and tactics in a simple yet effective way, sharing the vast experience in the area
in 2 to 6 months time.

Our offer is comprised of three different and independent professional trading courses:

- Introduction to Professional Trading

- Mature Trading (Long Term focused)

- The Advanced Trader (Short Term focused)

A trader can opt to go through only one of these professional trading courses or all
three  together  for  a  complete  mastery  on  how  to  professionally  trade  financial
markets.

Each one of these three consecutive professional trading courses comes with a growing level
of trading knowledge and operational know how in financial markets.

Our methods  and  tactics  are  turn  key  trading  solutions,  whatever  your  investing
timeframe is.
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Mature Trading

1: Introduction to the Trading Course

This  professional  trading  course  has  a  special  focus  on  Long  Term  trading  and
investing.

The Mature Trading Course is intended for traders or investors that having proven
themselves  on  our first  trading  course,  Introduction to  Professional  Trading,  or
throughout their trading careers  want to develop themselves  into seasoned Long
Term traders or investors.

A TRULLY PROFESSIONAL AND ILLUSTRATED MANUAL BUILT ON EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE
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Mature Trading

1: Introduction to the Trading Course

After having completed this course the trader will have the necessary capabilities to
join any professional Trading, Fund Management or Portfolio Management teams
around the world, just to name a few, or be on their way to start their own business
in the area.

TRADE DIFFERENT PROBABILITIES OF SUCCESS

This course also introduces seasoned trading professionals in the area to a different approach
to markets, one often used in North America.

This Long Term approach and its ideas set a very practical way to go about trading, one that
is results driven and somehow innovative in so many different ways.

JUST DO IT!
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Mature Trading

1: Introduction to the Trading Course

The  Mature  Trading  course  includes  a  revisit  to  our  first  professional  trading  course,
Introduction to Professional Trading.

This will allow everyone going through this professional trading course to be on the same
page knowledge wise when learning the Long Term trading approach put in place.

It is a deeply thought through and laid out trading course enabling any trader going
through it to actually trade professionally financial markets.

WHAT OTHERS ARE WATCHING ...
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Mature Trading

2: Course contents

The Mature Trading Course includes a revisit to our first trading course, Introduction
to Professional Trading.

Chapter I – Introduction to the Course

Chapter II - The complete Trader

Chapter III - A System

Chapter IV – Implementation

Chapter V - Putting it all together – Long Term

1: System Design

- Introduction
- Guidelines
- Objectives
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Mature Trading

2: Course contents

Chapter V - Putting it all together – Long Term

2: How to derive Long Term Context

   2.1: Introduction

   2.2: Methods

- Introduction
- Methods:

     Method 1

     - Introduction
     - Timeframes
     - Setups

Detailed
All in one

     Method 2

     - Introduction
     - Timeframes
     - Setups

Detailed
All in one

     Method 3

     - Introduction
     - Timeframes
     - Specific guidelines

   2.3: System development guidelines
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Mature Trading

2: Course contents

Chapter V - Putting it all together – Long Term

3: Long Term System implementation

   3.1: Introduction

   3.2: Methodology

- Which Market moves to Trade
- High Probabilities of Success
- Long Term Reversions
- Short Term Reversions
- Reversion Setup

   3.3 Tactics

- When to Start Trading Operations
- Adding to your Positions
- Objectives
- Trading Rotations and Trends

Chapter VIII – Conclusions

1: Psychology

   1.1: Back to the starting point

   1.2: Mind

   1.3: Psychological weaknesses

2: Systems

- Principles
- Example on odds of success
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Mature Trading

3: What is offered (online and if possible face to face)

- Learning sessions.

- Trading and financial markets Q&A sessions.

- Full on trading coaching and mentoring focusing on Long Term market operations.

4: Duration

2 months, twice per year: May/June or November/December

2 classes per week, each spanning 2 hours

Lessons and sessions will last until you fully understand the concepts being taught.

This is our commitment to you.

5: Cost

4500 USD + Applicable taxes

All payments are final and non-refundable

6: Contacts

Email: inquiries@professionaltrading101.com

All times London, UK.

Phone (Monday – Friday): 8:00 – 16:30
Phone: (+351) 915 789 674

WhatsApp (Monday – Friday): 8:00 – 20:00
WhatsApp

Web: www.professionaltrading101.com
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